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Abstract- Encryption is the most important method in transferring data through internet and cellular phone. Due to
increasing incidents of cyber attacks, the demand for effective internet security is increasing. Cryptography is the
science and study of system for secretes communication. Cryptography is used in applications like security of ATM
cards, computer passwords, electronic commerce, telemedicine, e-health, telecommunication, and so on. In this paper,
an encryption and decryption method is proposed to generate offspring of multimedia data using operations
analogous to biological processes.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the greater demand in digital signal transmission and the huge losses from illegal data access, data
security has become a critical and imperative issue in multimedia data transmission applications. In order to protect
valuable information from undesirable readers or against illegal reproduction and modifications, various types of
cryptographic schemes are needed. The Vernam cipher [21], although originally implemented with electromechanical
relays, may well mark the start of modern cryptography. A Vernam cipher directly combines a stream of plaintext data
with a pseudo-random confusion stream using what we now know of as mod 2 addition. This same combining function is
also known as the Boolean logic exclusive-OR, and is widely available in digital integrated circuits and as an instruction
on most computers and microcomputers.
A newly developed technique named, “A new Symmetrickey Cryptography Algorithmusing extended MSA metod: DJSA
symmetric key algorithm” [22], are suggesting a symmetric key method where they have used a method which was
proposd by Nath in MSA algorithm. The paper [23] have proposed a new cryptography algorithm which is based on block
cipher concept. Since each ciphertext element from a Vernam combiner is the (mod 2) sum of two unknown values, the
plaintext data would seem to be well hidden. Such appearances are deceptive, however, and a Vernam cipher is
susceptible to several cryptanalytic attacks, including known-plaintext and probable words [14]; if some part of the
plaintext is known (or even guessed), the cryptanalyst can directly obtain some of the confusion stream [8, 9]. And if the
confusion sequence can be penetrated and reproduced, the cipher is broken [13, 18, 6]. Similarly, if the same confusion
sequence is ever re-used, and the overlap identified, it becomes simple to break that section of the cipher [14]. For these
reasons, the modern Vernam cipher generally relies on an analysis-resistant pseudo-random sequence generator for
security [e.g. 13]. But the design of such a generator is non-obvious [1, 24], and is even more difficult than it might seem,
since the cryptanalyst might well possess analytical knowledge and capabilities superior to those of the designer of the
generator. Future analysts may be even more capable. Accordingly, constructs which may seem complex to the designer
[5, 112, 2] may well yield, eventually, to the superior knowledge and computational resources of a cryptanalyst [18, 15,
11].
An alternate approach to the design of a secure stream cipher is to seek combining functions which can resist attack; such
functions would act to hide the pseudo-random sequence from analysis [17, 18, 19]. Such cryptographic combining
functions could be used to replace the Vernam exclusive-OR combiner (if they have an inverse) [16], or they might just
combine pseudo- random sequences to make a more complex sequence [10, 25] which is harder to analyze.
Classical simple substitution replaces each letter of the alphabet with one fixed substitute [4, 20]. Simple substitution is
normally considered to be a very weak cryptographic operation [7,26] mainly because substitution in no way obscures
the letter- frequency distribution of the source text. That is, for a particular language and topic, a statistical analysis of the
enciphered data will tend to match the general statistics for that language. The fundamental operation of substitution is
pervasive in cryptography [3]. But in all known previous systems the substitution is static. That is, each substitution table
is fully defined (either by the designer or the key) before starting encryption, and the contents of each substitution table
remain unchanged for the duration of that particular cipher or message.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Data encryption of the proposed method is block cipher concept. The proposed method consist of a key generator,
generate random number (maximum value is given) and create next key from given key value (SelectionKey ) using
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shifting and XOR operation. First digit is used for intersect point of Item1 and Item2. Exchange operation interchanges
the bits of Item from the intersect point [27]. The second digit is used for metamorphosis of offspring1 and third digit for
metamorphosis of offspring2. This method has been used multiple rounds and creates new generation. Flowchart of the
proposed method is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed method
Encryption algorithm of the proposed method is given bellow.
Algorithm Encryption (Item1, Item2, IntStPt ,MM1 , MM2)
For first round this algorithm create offspring from input file using intersect, exchange and metamorphosis. Intersect
Item1 and Item2 using the value of IntStPt. Exchange the bits if Items. Apply metamorphosis Item1 using MM1 and
Item2 using the value of MM2.
1. Round=0, N= No. of Round
2. Input SelectionKey
3. Repeat step 4 to 8 until End of File
4. Read Item1 and Item2 as binary.
5. Select intersect point IntStPt from Selection Key.
6. Apply exchange operation.
7. Apply metamorphosis operation using the key value MM1 and MM2 (If bit is 1 then change it 0 and vice versa).
8. Call key generator for next key value.
9. Increment Round.
10. If Round less equal N then go to step 2.
Decryption is the reverse process of encryption using same key.
Example: Suppose selection key is 362, binary values (7 bit ASCII Code) of Item1 and Item2 are 1001110 and 0110100.
3 is the intersect point. 6 and 2 are used as MM1 and MM2. After exchange the new data become, 0111110 and 1000100
and after metamorphosis operation, the offspring are 0111100 and 1000110. Generate new key and apply same process
for next items for round 1 until end of file.
Apply the operations N times and generate the encrypted data.
III.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this method, bit level encryption is used and any data in binary form can be encrypted and decrypted. For block cipher
6
concepts this method is time consuming. If input size is M MB bit and No. of round is N then ! 𝑁 ∗ 2𝑀∗7∗10
combinations is possible.
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IV.
CONCLUSION
A new approach for encryption and decryption of multimedia data is proposed in this paper. Number of round increase
the security level. The total way of transferring secret information is highly safe and reliable. Programming language C is
used for encryption and decryption.
V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Different key for encryption and decryption and the random selection of items to create new generation to increase
security is the future plan of this work.
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